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AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF THE DYNAMICS OF SYDNEY SUBURBAN
RAIL PATRONAGE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR

BEFORE AND AFTER STUDIES

study investigates the way in which Sydney suburban raiZ
patronage responds over time to changes in the determinants of
patronage,. Questions of' the following f'oPm are add:Pe.ssed" If' the
real rail fare -index changes in the eJUXTent accounting period

3
how

long does it take for patronage to respond? For how many periods
foZZouJing the initial response are eubsequent responses observed?
What is the long run effect? In ad,dition to the real rail .fare~

questions are addres,sed 'UJith respect to the real price of petroZ~
househoul dispo.sable income and 'on time punning'"

motivation for the dynamic analysis of patronage response aT"ises
from interest in the use of 'Before and After' studies to investigate
market segment ,fa:r'e elastieities.. This study permits an empirical
invest·igat'ion of' the potential value of'such studies for the Sydney
subu:r'ban rail ne-twork" It is cOJ'lcluded that they are unlikely to
yield fruitful results.

The author is indebted to Charles Nelson of ARRDO for his
technical comments, to Geoff Carr of ARRDO for his editorial

and to the State Rail Authority of NS W. for the provision of data.

Gallagher
,,,,,.,lian Railway Research

Development Organisation
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In denotes a natur allogarithm

PAT denotes subur ban passeng'er journeys

RRAILF denotes a real rail fare index

RI-iDINC denotes a real deseasonalised household disposable income index

This study investigates the way in which aggregate Sydney suburban I'BU
patronage responds over time to changes in the deter'rninants of patI'Onage" In
particular, questions of the following- form are addr essed.. If the ['eal r'ail far'e
index changes in the cur'I'ent accounting period how long does it take fot, patronage
to respond? For how many periods following the initial response are subsequent
I'€SpOnses observed? What is the cumulative effect of the I'ea! f'ar'€ change? With
regard to elasticity estimation, the distinguishing characteristic of this study from
two earlier Sydney studies (Public Transport Commission of New South Wales 1978,
State Rail Authol'ity of New South Wales 1981), is an explicit focus on the
dynamics of patr'onage response"

One motivation for' a dynamic analysis of patronage response arises from
interest in the use of 'Before and After' studies to investigate market segment far'e
elasticities" The 'Before and After" methodology must accommodate the dynamic
nature of patronage response as well as seasonal, trend and economic effects
coincident with the fare effect. This study provides information about the
dynamics of patr'onage r'esponse and estimates the size of seasonal and other
effects for Sydney suburban patr'onage.. An operational'Befor'e and After!
pr ocedure is der'ived and an empir ical analysis is conducted of its associated
estimation erTor'" This analysis enables conclusions to be dI'awn about the potential
value of the 'Before and After' methodology"

The General Estimating' Equation

'Ihe approach adopted is that of' an econometric time series analysis.. The
general estimating equation is pI'esented in this section and is then discussed in
considerable detail in the following- sections" The most general equation estimated,
relative to which every SUbsequent equation estimated is a 'special case', was of
the follOWing form:

where
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(3)

(4)

(2)

Now assume that all of the t.x's except 6.xt are zero, and 6.x
t

= 1.. Then it
seen that:

Using IlYt to denote (Yt - Yt-l) "nd Ilxt to denote (xt - xt_1), (2) implies

ESD denotes a binary dummy variable to capture the operation of the
Eastern Suburbs I'ailway.. ESD = 0 for all periods prior to the
opening of the Eastern Submbs railway, ESD ;:: 1 subsequently.

~ denotes a binary dummy variable to capture the seasonal effect

in accounting period i.. For example, s~ = 1 if' period t coincides

with accounting period one, si ::; 0 otherwise"

OTR denotes the % of tr'ains in the metropolitan network no more
than five minutes late

STRIKES denotes the number of days dUIation of' strikes affecting the
subur'ban network

DYNAMICS OF RAIL PATRONAGE

RGAS denotes the real price of petrol

TREND denotes a lineal' time trend

The general estimating equation (1) has been specified so as to have the
Cf,fe~~s1i~nto capture a wide array of dynamic effects.. In this section a brief
d of the modelling of dynamic effects is provided with a view to explaining

capacity of equation (1) to capture dynamic behaviour.

Consider an equation depicting the J:'elationship over time between two
vlll'iab,les y and x:

Thus as a consequence of a one unit change in x lasting only one period (Le,

•
~~n~~J~~~l it is appar ent that y responds in the fashion exhibited in (4),

with (2) it may be noted that these responses of y to an x impulse
by the coefficients on the equation relating y and x, If these v's were

could be graphed as shown in Fig.!.

graph, known as an impulse response function, represents the response
to an impulse change in x. In this example there is little immediate

(t,~sp'.()nse, a substantial response after three periods, smaller subsequent responses,
re"p,m"e after ten periods" Notice that in this example a single monitoring
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Fig" 1 An illustratiw impulse response functiOn

,I
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of the response after say two periods, would seriously understate the total
response. To accurately measure the total response requires knowledge of this
impulse response function" Once the y variable Is thought of as patronage, and the
x variable BS the real tail fare, the importance of' the impulse response function is
readily apparent.

In principle, the impulse response function relating patronage to the real
rail fare could have anyone of several distinct shapes". Figure 2 illustrates three
plausible cases"

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) require little explanation, however, the explanation of
Fig. 2(c) is less obvious" In this case for the first few periods following a fare
change, there is a negative patronage response" Thus, for example, following
fare increase, patronage falls as users switch to other modes. Five periods after
the far e change however, positive responses emerge. In the case of a fare
increase, this represents the switching back to rall of those Users who switched in
response to the original fare increase but have found the. alternative mode
unsatisfactory" It also represents rreveIse switching! as users of the non-rail mode
switch to rail because of increased costs in the alternative mode arising from its
increase in patronage". (Note that this is simply an example of a well known text-.
book case involving substitutes: if the price of butter increases, the pr'ice of
margarine also incr-eases and some margarine uselS will switch to butter.)

With respect to IBefore and After' stUdies, it is worth emphasizing once
again in the context of Fig". 2(c), the importance of monitoring 'after' patronage at
the correct time. Failure to wait long enough for the 'switch--back' or 'r"v,:rse
switching! effect to arise, will lead to a serious overstatement of the negative
response to a fare inc[ ease"

In Figs 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), three quite distinct impulse response I"n~tion;
are illustrated" Anyone of these may represent the actual dynamic relationship
between ['ail patronage and I'eal r-ail far-es" Since it is desirable to allow the data to
deter mine which of these (or oi other equally plausible shapes) is apl~rc'ptiat,e,
general esti~ating equation (1) should be specified so as to allow anyone of
shapes to be identified if it is consistent with the data" This has been a
consideration in the specification of the general estimating equation (I), as may
illustrated by the discussion of a stylized equation which has the same gener"a! formas (1).
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(7)

~ .
Yt =a+cOi:O b{Xt- i

or

_ c(L)
Yt - o(L) xt (6)

where c(L) and beL) ale polynomials in the lag operator.. Equation (6) is known as
a 'rational' distributed lag modeL Such a model is very flexible with regard to
the shape of the impulse response function (see Harvey 1981)"

If b. =0 fo!' i =1, 2
1

(5) reduces to:

If' the bI and b2 coefficients are non-zero, the impulse response function
can exhibit the oscillatory form illustrated in Fig. 2(c} (see Box and Jenkins 1976)"

This may be recognised as the widely used Koyck (or geometrically
declining) distributed lag" The impulse I'esponse function in this case has the shape
illustrated in Fig.. 2(b) (assuming, as is reasonable in a pair'oDage/fare stUdy, that
cO<O).

then (5) reduces to:

Such an equation is e'(i5emely general in its implications for the form
the impulse response function.
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and ci = 0 for i = 1 to 13

If bi = 0 for i = 2

2 13
Yt = a + L b·yt . + L c.x

t
.

1=1 1 -1 1=0 1 -1

Consider the equation:

This form may either dir'ectly display the pattern of the impulse response
in Fig" 2(a), or may be the basis of a sUbsequent constrained lag distribution
estimation (such as an ALMON) which could generate a wide variety of patterns,
inclUding Fig. 2(a).

1
The generality of this equation for the impulse I'esponse function can be shown in
a relatively technical, but succinct fashion" Using the lag operator L, (5) may berewritten as:



The coefficient on an additive seasonal dummy variable Si in the estimating
l!;;:~~~~~'e((When multiplied by 100) is approximately the percentage difference in
6 attributable to season i comoared to the so called 'omitted' season. Note

since the analysis involves 13 accounting periods per year', equation (1)
in,'ol'"es the specification of 12 seasonal dummies" Thus, fOf' example, if' no•

~~~~;~,*~~dUmmy has been defined for- accounting period 13, 8
1

(xl00) is the
difference in patronage in accounting period one compared to

period 13 arising from seasonal influences" By extension, the difference
b~;bc,i'=:~~ S. coefficients (xl00) is the per'centage differ-ence between the
B periotls arising ir om seasonal differences..

The coefficient on the additive trend variable (when multiplied by 100) is
ap,pr,oxi'm"te,ly the trend percentage change In patI'onage per perIod.

The ESD dummy variable Is desIgned to capture the patronage effect of the
Opening the Eastern SUbUI bs railway" ThIs variable is specified not because the

to estImate the magnitUde of' this effect but because failure to
gG66rnrno,dalle it Would distort the estimation~of the remaining parameters of (I).,

is true of the STRIKES variable..)

neither a disposable income Index nor a consumer price index is~\'at1abl" for accounting periods, accounting period series wer e consb ucted from
pubU,;he,d quarterly series using linear interpolation. The consumer price index

the ABS SYdney 'all groups' index; the absence of a SYdney disposable
ir<,orneserie,spI'Ompted the use of a national disposable income ser'ies ~s a proxy..

From this discussion it is apparent that the general estimating equation (1)
.is"t~6,~::~~e of capturing a wide array of dynamic and 'within period' (or' static)n response patterns to a fare change"

DYNAMICS OF RAIL PATRONAGE

Not only can an equation with the structur'€ of (5) capture a wide array of
responses, it also embodies the static case of total 'within period'

••~:'pa;::~. This would arise if all of the coefficients in (5) except 'a' and 'co' wer'e
In this case (5) reduces to:

25

general estimating equation (1) was first estimated with a view to
the question: does the real rail fare have a detectable effect ona660unt;n~ period patronage when allowance is made for dynamic effects? This

··~l~~~~~l;was also addr essed with f'egard to the real price of petrol, real household.~ income and 'on time running'" Each question involves conducting an F
hYPothesis that all of the coefficients in the distributed lag involving

va,".'''. In question are zero. The results of these tests are presented in Table
~"'"n'a[,lOn results for the lagged endogenous var'iables are also presented in

n
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Having established that each variable of interest has some dynamic effect
on patronage when it is accommodated in a very general model the duration of' the
effect of a change in each variable on patronage is next investigated. That is to
say, the highest and lowest non-zero coefficient in the impulse response fr'action
for each variable are identified"

From Table 1 it may be concluded that the real rail fare, the real price of
petrol, real household disposable income and 'on time running', each has a
statistically significant effect on accounting period rail patronage when dynamics
are accommodated" From Table 1 it may also be concluded that the natur'e of the
dynamic interaction does not r'equire a model with an autoregressive component;
both lagged endogenous variables are insignificant..

time series models, see
of the disturbance for

Here a test is being

p value F statistic p value
of t ofF

sta tistic statistic

0,,6962

0,,5358

2.1026 0,,0297
3,,9725 0,.0002
2,.0271 0,0366
2,,6338 0,0068
0,,0578 0,9438

-0,3929

-0,,6238

t statistic

-0,,0457

-0,,0677

ii2 = 0,,7355

Coefficient

Table 1 Hypothesis tests based on the general estimating equation

Variable

LPAT
t
_
1

LPAT
t
_
2

LRRAlLF 0-13
LRGAS 0-13
LRHDINC 0-13
LOTR 0-13
LPAT 1-2

Estimation period: 1974,,3 to 1983,,5 (accounting periods)

Observations 120 Degrees of freedom 60

R 2 = 0,8666

Note: I-J denotes an unrestricted distributed lag from lag I to lag J"

The p value (or probability value) of the t statistic provides a convt:nh:::n~ way of:
doing an instant hypothesis test. If the p value exceeds the level of sIgmfIcance of
the hypothesis test then, for a two tailed test, the null hypothesis of a zeI'O
coefficient is accepted (for a one tailed test, p/2 is compared to the level of
significance)" Similarly, if the p value of the F statistic exceeds the level of
significance of the test, the null hypothesis is accepted"

Since the general estimating equation (1) involves lagged endogenous
variables, the Durbin-Watson statistic is inappropriate for testing for the existence
of an autocorrelated disturbance. Instead, Durbin1s regression test is used (this test
is described at length in Harvey 1981, !?" 277)" The test involves regressing the OLS
residual from the estimation of (1) ut.' on a distributed lag Ut_I"'" u

f
_ and all of the

regressors from the original estimating equation (1)" Either an IVrA~p) or an AR(p)
disturbance structure can then be tested for by a joint F test on the coefficients of
thef lagged residuals Ut_I"'." ut_ " Setting p at 13 the F statistic was 1..1269 which,
with 13 and 20 degrees of freei:l8m has a 'P(2yalue of 0"3934,, Hence the hypothesis
of uncorrelated disturbances is accepted"

2The terms MA(p) and AR(p) ale notation fOI stochastic
Harvey (1981). The usual fiI'st oI'der a.utoconelation
example would be refeI'red to as a.n AR(l) structure"
conducted for a much more general disturbance structure,

26
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The general estimating equation was re-estimated with the lagged
endogenous variables omitted.. The maximum lag for each variable was identified
first. The constraint that the coefficient on Jag 13 is zero was tested for a
particular vadable.. If this hypothesis was accepted, the hypothesis that the
coefficients on lags 12 and 13 are both zero was tested, and so on" This leads to a
series of F tests. As soon as a constr'aint was rejected the lowest lag in the set
constrained to zero was identified as the maximum Jag for the variable under
consideration. A sequence of' such tests was conducted for each variable.. Each
sequence led to the identification of' a maximum lag.. The minimum significant Jag
for each variable was then identified in a similar fashion.

For a particular variable the constraint that the lag zero coefficient is
zero was tested.. If this was accepted the constraint that the coefficients of lag
zero and lag 1 aI e both zer 0 was tested, and so on. As soon as a constraint was
rejected, the highest tag in the set constrained to zero was identified as the
minimum lag" A sequence of such F tests was conducted for each variable leading
to the identification of the minimum significant lag for each variable.

The results of the procedure for identifying minimum and maximum
significant lags are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Maximum and minimum significant lags

F statistic p valuelag for rejected of F lag for' rejected of Fconstr aint statistic constraint statistic
LRRAILF 4 L8678 0,,1167 4 L8333 0,,0786LRGAS 2 6,,0163 0,,0014 12 3,8537 0,0277LRHDlNC 1 2,5879 0,,0852 13 2,,7133 0,,0093LOTR ° 73208 0,,0092 11 3,,0087 0,0387

Note: See text fOI an explanation of IF statistic for rejected constraint'"

From Table 2 conclusions may be dr awn about the timing of dynamic
effects on patronage" 'The impact of a real rail fare change is detected four
accounting per'iods after it has arisen.. There is no further impact" The impact of a
change in real petrol prices is detected two periods after the change., There is
continued impact until 12 periods after' the change. The impact of a change in real
household disposable income is detected one period ~fer the change and
SUbsequent impact adses until 13 peI'iods after the change.. Finally, the impact
of a change in 'on time running! is felt immediately and subsequent impact arises
until 11 per'iods after a change"

3

Since the identified maximum lag coincides with the maximum lag specified it is
possible that a higher maximum lag specification would lead to a higher
identified maximum lag for RHDINC" Using the equation which generated Table
2 the maximum specified lag for RHDINC was extended from 13 to 26 and the
hypothesis that the coefficients on lags 14 to 26 al'e all zero was tested. The
Value of the F statistic fol' this test was 0,,5169 with a fp' value of 0.8994"
Hence, the hypothesis is accepted and the identified maximum lag of 13 issupported"

27
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0 .. 0150
0 .. 4319
0..5388
0.. 0530
0.. 0650
0..4330
0.0028
0.. 0421
0.. 0190
0.. 2235
0.0191
0 .. 7887

lp' value of Q statistic::: 0,,1356

(accounting per'iods) wher'e 1974 denotes

Degr ees of fr'eedom 69

ti2 ~ 0.. 7954

Q(33) ~ 41.9928

Table 3 Estimation r'esults fr'om the constrained estimating equation

Variable CoefIicient t statistic p value F statistic p value
of t of F

statistic statistic
CONSTANT 8 .. 0817 8 .. 5459 0.. 0000LRRAILF -0 .. 2053 -3 .. 0233 0.0035LRGAS t-42_12

4.2153 0..0000LRHDINC 1-13
1..6583 0.0904LOTR 0-11
3..1303 0.0013STRIKES -0.0160 -6 .. 0616 0.0000ESD 0.0357 0.. 9165 0.. 3626TREND -0 .. 0022 -I.. 7473 0.. 0850

Seasonals (omitted period: accounting period 9)

-2 .. 4950
-0 .. 7906
0.. 6177

-1..9687
-I.. 8748
-0 .. 7887
-3 .. 1020
-2.0706
2.4021
I. 2283
2.3994

-0.2691

API -0.0751
AP2 -0.0236
AP3 0 .. 0181
AP4 -0.0553
AP5 -0.0517
AP6 -0 .. 0226
AP7 -0. 0885
AP8 -0.0567
API0 0.0668
AP11 0 .. 0317
API2 0 .. 0675
AP13 -0 0076

E§timation period: 1974.. 3 to 1983.5
1974-5 financial year"

Observations 122

R 2 ~ 0.8833

DW ~ 2.0387

Having inferred something about the timing of effects on patronage, the
magnitude of the effect was estimated. To this end the general estimating
equation was constrained to reflect both the minimum and maximum lags of Table
2, and the absence of lagged endogenous variables suggested by the results of' Table
1. The constrained equation was re-estimated; the results appear in Table 3"

Note: 2-12, 1-13 and 0-11 each indicates an unconstr'ained distributed lag,
Q(33) is the Box-Pierce statistic for 33 lags in the estimated disturbance'
corr-elogram; it is the appropriate test statistic for the hypothesis that the
distur'bance is not autocorrelated" rhe reported 'p' value implies acceptance of the
hypothesis that the disturbance is not autocorrelated"

The teal rail fare effect on accounting period patronage may be estimated directl?
from Table 3" The effect is felt four periods after' the change, the entire effect aris~
within a single period and in this double log equation the patr'onage elasticity is estimated tq
be -0.2053" The boundaries of a 95% confidence interval are -0,0721 to -0 .. 3384" The
significance of reporting these boundaries arises fr'om the proposition that any hypothesise~
value of the population elasticity lying between these boundades would be acceptedi{
tested using this data and a 5% two-tailed hypothesis test..
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0.0001
0..3181
0 .. 0009
0.. 0035

p value of
t statistic

1..1675
0 .. 5650
1..2007

-{}. 0721

UppeI' limit

4 .. 1056
-1..0056
3.4791

-3 .. 0233

t statistic

0.7902
-0 .. 5953
0 .. 7680

-0,,2053

Estimated
elasticity

0 .. 4131
-1.. 7556
0 .. 3353

-0.3384

Lower limit

•~~;~~'~~~lefor example a 3% per annum percentage change in real household
d income, Then an annual patronage income elasticity of -0,,747 implies

in annual patr onnge of -2"24%,, Now a 3% per annum percentage
eqUiValent to 0,,23% per accounting period. Given an accounting period

patr(mB..~e income elasticity of -0,,5953, this implies a change in accounting
~~:?i(~~:r~~:~:of -0.1369% per accounting period, or' -1..77% per annum .. This

to the -2,,24% derived from the annual patronage elasticity

RRAILF r'€sult is identical to that appearing in Table 3 because the
associated distributed lag only involves one term" It Is pr'esented here for
purposes of comparison"

Since the teal petlol pdce, real household disposable income and 'on time

l
~~~~;l impact on patronage over sever'a! periods, the most detailedof their effects involves estimating each coefficient in their

impulse response functions" Multicollinearity however renders such
very imprecise, the standard eno[s of the estimated response
ar'e large" Instead of reporting the entire estimated impUlse response

here (they ate r'eported in the Appendix), for each variable the
effect on accounting period patronage of a 1% change sustained for' one

is reported" This cumulative effect is estimated by summing the estimated

.~~~t:~i~:; in each impulse I'esponse function (for the constl'ained gener'al
equation, this amounts to summing the estimated coefficients in the
distributed lags)" For the double log estimating equation used in this

this cumulative effect constitutes a one year sustained impulse elasticity"
variable the hypothesis that the one year sustained impUlse elasticity is
tested; the estimation and test results are reported in Table 4"

Table 4 Estimated 'one year' sustained impulse elasticities
from the constrained estimating equation

From Table 4 it may be seen that each of the one year elasticities is
si"'ni)';o,,"' except that of real household disposable income" It is notable however,

this point estimate of the long run accounting period income elasticity
\-(1,5'95:3) derived here from an accounting period study, is consistent with the point

fot annual patronage (-0,,747) r'eporte6bin the 1981 annual period stUdy
Rail Authority of New South Wales 1981l. ..
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0 .. 0850

p value of
t statistic

t statistic

-1.7473

Table 6 Estimated trend effect

r

o

% diffcrence

r
~

in plltrollllge

"rcldlive t;)

accountl!1g
period 9,

1 2 3 , 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

I· Accounting-
periods

-5.5 -5.1

I-s.f
5

-~ ..5.., -s.

95% confidence limits

Estimated trend per annum: -2.,8%

Table 5 Desc['iptive statistics for' data in the form of
percentage change per' accounting period

Estimated trend
per accounting
per'iod

-0.22%

Upper limit: '-0,0296 per accounting period (-0,,26% p"a.,)
Lower limit: -0..46% per accounting per'iod (-5,,8% p"a.)

To provide perspective on the eI.asticity results rep~rted fry Table 4,
descriptive statistics for' the data used in thlS study ar'e reported In Table 5..

Note: The period summar'ised is 1974-5 accountirig period one to 1983-4 period 5"

Var iable I\'linirnum Maximum Mean Standard
deviation

%l> RGAS ··11. 5294 13 .. 8483 0..4224 3.. 3642
%l> RHDINC -1 .3872 1.5317 0..1906 0..5437
%l>OTR -33 .5561 32 .. 9980 0.3152 69197
%l> RRAlLF -20.3983 20 .. 5844 0.. 0122 4.2367

The estimated tl end effect fr om Table 3 is reported in Table 6.. (It may be
noted that the estimated 2,,8% .per annum decline is very similar to the 2,,1 % per
annum decline reported in an earlier study; Hensher and Bullock (1979).,)

The statistically significant estimated seasonal effects reported in Table 3
are presented in Fig" 3"
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From Fig" 3 it is evident that there is no differential seasonal effect
accounting periods 2 and 3" Hence, it is convenient for illustrative

Du,rposes to use these periods for a description of the 'Befote and After' pr'Ocedure"

On the basis of the pr'eceding econometric results the population patronage
",."p«;"n equation is of the form:

Lagging equation (9) one peI'iod, sUbtracting the result from equation (9),
multi!)ly,ing by 100, and solving for the I'ea! tail fare elasticity c

4
, pr'ovides:

Equation (10) is the basic 'Before and Afte!" estimating equation .. Setting
e7~~,;;~~,""€"(~t-l) term to zero and replacing all the unknown coefficients with their
m values from the consttained equation, pr'ovides an operational

fot' estimating c,! (note that all of the %11'5 on the right hand side of
are known when the estimation process is conducted in period (t+l».
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An Analysis of the 'Before and After Estimation Error

Since time series data exist for the Sydney suburban network there is
obviously no need for the application of IBefore and After' methods to that context,
Instead, the methodology is considered as potentially useful for the analysis of
market segments for which patI'onag-€ time ser'ies do not exist.. For such analysis
however, seasonal effects, trend effects and dynamic economic effects are all
requited for' the market segment of interest.. Since these are not known, one
appr'oach is to assume that in these regards the market segment behaves exactly as
the aggregate market; in this case the estimated for'm of' equation (10) is equally
applicable to the market segment,

~t = [%/1 RHDINC t _1 %/1 RHDINC t _2 "." ,"'",,''' 1 00 ]

32
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To the extent that market segments do not 'behave exactly as the
aggregate market' with regard to seasonal effects etc., the use of the estimated
form of equation (lO) will pr'omote error. Without analysis of the market segment
(analysis which of course is currently infeasible because of data constraints) it is
difficult to assess the extent of this error" Thus, in what follows, this source of
error is ignof'ed and the focus is on the error which arises because of the existence
of the disturbance ter'm in (10), and the errol' which arises because of the need to
estimate the coefficients in (10)..

SUbtr-acting the estimated form of (10) with the disturbance set to zero
from (ID) provides the estimation error Et:

Where a caret (A) denotes an estimated coefficient"

It is convenient to wdte (11) in a more concise form using vectors" Define
a par'ameter estimation error' vector:

and a data vector



(12)

(13)

100
%li RRAILFt-4
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a2( ) denotes a variance and Vr,] denotes a variance-covariance matrix"

From (12) assuming (as is reasonable) that £t and £"t-1 al'e uncorrelated

the elements of ~ the standard deviation of Et may be derived:

= %liRRAILF
t
_
4

Then (11) may be written as:

1

Now a(Et ) is a popUlation pmameter and is thus unknown; it is estimated

Before proceeding it is worth emphasising that (13) implies that the
or'ec;si'lD of the estimation is directly I'elated to the magnitude of the percentage

in the real rail far e; the greateI' the change the gr'eateI' the statistical
precisiion.

s(EI983 .. 3) = 0.1730

s2( ) denotes an estimated variance and Vdenotes an estimated var'iance
cova"i."ce matrix" Using this expression the precision of a single 'Before and

estimate may be assessed by evaluating s(E
t
}"

The term S(Et ) is the standard euOI' of estimate from the constrained
rel~,,!Ssion and is thus readily available (0.0245)" The vector ~t is a data vector

depends on the peI'iod; here the data based on the period 1983,,3 is used (the
recent Qata involving accounting period thr'ee)" It is not hard to see that the

el"m'enl:s of Vf~] are identical to estimated coefficient variances and covariances

the constrained regression thus they ar'e also readily available" Finally, a
RRAILFt-4 of 10% was selected" Based on these it is calculated:

The significance of this result for the potential value of 'Before and After"
can be assessed by reference to the likely value of the parameter being

eSllim,at'ed. Based on one very extensive review of the literature (Tt'ansport and
Research Labor'atory 1980) it may be concluded that estimated urban pUblic

trl,n,:nn,t faI'e eIasticities have rarely exceeded 0,,7 in absolute value; foI' particular
segments such as peak travel/work trips they have rarely exceeded 0..4 in
value" .. Relative to such magnitudes the standard error' of estimate of



,
I
I

(12) tptd..

lOO
%11 RRAILF

t
_
4

1

1

%11 RRAILF 2

% 11 RRAILFt-4

The estimation Hror from a single study conducted at time t is provided by
equation (12):

These results suggest that a single application of the 'Before and Afterl
methodology is unlikely to yield a tolerably precise elasticity estimate" This
conclusion is reinforced when it is recalled that in this analysis an additional source
of error has been ignored; the error' which arises in assuming that an aggregate
market patronage equation is transferrable to a mar-ket segment ..
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In this section an expression is derived for the standar d deviation of the
estimation err-or from an averaged 'Before and After' estimation" The derivation is
based on a specific set of assumptions emphasised below. The expression is used to
assess the precision of a 'Before and After' estimation based on averaging the
estimates from several studies.

An Analysis of the Estimation Error from an Averaged
'Beiore and After' Estimation

approximately OA7 arrived at hele, is substantial. Appealing to large sample
normality for example, permits the estimation that there is approximately a 30%
probability of making an error of in excess of 0,47 in magnitude; in comparison to
the likely magnitude of the elasticity this would constitute a substantial error'"

To summarize the position, assuming a %!J. RRAILF of 10% and using the
pertinent data associated with the period 1983.. 3, the standard deviation of a
TBefore and After' elasticity estimation error is estimated to be approximately
0..4730" In comparison to the probable value of the true elasticity, this standar'd
deviation is substantiaL This would be even more obviously the case had a real Iail
fare change of less than 1096 been considered"

Assume that the vector ~t is the same for all t (Le" th~ percentage ct,ar,g"e

in all var'iables is constant through time; a growing steady state assumption)..
assume that ther'e is at least one accounting period between each IBefore
After' stUdy.. Finally, assume that the same estimated trend effects, se"sona!
effects etc", are used in each IBefore and After' stUdy (Le., the estimates are
updated pr'ior to each stUdy)"

Given these assumptions the covadance between the estimation enor'
stUdy conducted in per iod t, and one conducted in period s, may be derived
(J 2) as:



(15)

(16)I?' V [:] !:

1

2 [EEt] 02[EJ + n(n-1) o(E E)
0--= n 2 t's,n n

[
' ] 2rnT 1EE a lAJ + (n-1)

0
2
~ = -n- --n- %~ RRAILF 2

The variance of the estimation err'or ft'om a single study may also be
".,·;v,'d from (12) as:

n denotes the number of' estimates averaged"
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Note that the assumptions ensure that the var'ianee and covar'iances are
££~~~, hence no time sUbscripts appear on the right hand side of equations (14)

Of' the ter'ms in this expression, ~I V[~] P was evaluated (using the data

1983,3) in order to evaluate the magnitude of sCE) reported in the
section.. Hence, it is possible to evaluate s(EEt/n) for different values of

H''''''L" and of n" Selected evaluations ate reported In Table 7.

Given the constancy of both the variance and the cQv8riances this
"~pr,,ssjioncan be ['ewritten as:

It may be noted that since V[~J is a v8riance-covariance matI'ix, ~' V [~J !?
positive definite quadr-atric form so that V(.EEt/n) converges to a positive

ef:?t~~;~~~~."" Thus, given these assumptions, the aver'aged estimation is not..~. consistent..

From (lB) an expression for the estimated standard deviation of theav"r"P". may be derived:
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-0,3312 °3267 0,32510,,34020,,344503517

-...........
Number of studies

-...........4 6 8 10 20 40 60-2,,79 2 ,94 3,01 3,,06 3, 14 3,18 319

0,,36570,4046

Table 7 Estimated standard deviations of the fare elasticity
estimation enor from aver'aging the estimates provided by multiple

'Before and After1 studies

On the basis of this analysis it is concluded that the averaging of' the
~esults of multiple 'Befor e and After' studies is unlikely to yield a tolerably pr'ecise
fare elasticity estimate, Given the results in the previous section for a single
'Before and After' stUdy, it is concluded that the use of 'Before and After ' studies is
unlikely to prove fruitful for fare elasticity estimation ..

In this study, evidence has been provided that real r'ail far-es, real household
disposable income, real petrol prices and 'on time running! each has a detectable
effect on Sydney metropolitan accounting period rail patronage" The timing of the
effects differs appreciably across the variables" The real rail fate effect is first
felt four periods after the chang-e arises and the entir e effect is confined to a
single period" For' both the real price of petrol and teal household disposable
income there is a similar delayed response, however, the eventual response is
sustained over several subsequent periods once it has arisen. For 'on time running!
the effect on patronage is immediate and is sustained for sever'a! SUbsequent
periods" The details of the timing and magnitUde of these effects are summar'ized
in Table 8, and Table 9 provides the patronage response for various scenarios
involving changes in the deter minants of patronage, This stUdy also pr'ovides
estimates of seasonal and trend effects, Seasonal effects are presented in Table 3
and Fig,. 3, the tr'end effect is summarised in Table 6, The estimated trend effect
of a 2,,8% decline per' annum is notably similar to the 2,,1% per annum decline
repot ted elsewhere (Henshet and Bullock (1979))"

10%

The first IOW of' Table 7 suggests that a large number of 'Before and After!
stUdies, based upon small percentage changes in the real [ail fare, do not enhance
estimation pt'€cision" In fact, because of the positive correlation between ell'OIs

being amplified by the smallness of the percentage change in the real rail fare (see
equation (14», precision deteriorates..

% change
in the
t'eal ['ail
fare in
each stUdy

1% 2,3

2

The second row of Table 7 indicates that for substantial changes in the real
rail fare, estimation pr-ecision can be enhanced by averaging the r'esults of multiple
studies" The extent of the enhancement however, is not substantial; even after 60
studies the estimation pI ecision remains intoler ably Iow" It should also be
emphasised that a large numbel' of substantial far'e changes over a period
sufficiently short to be useful, is operationally infeasible"



0.7680

0,,7902

-0,,2053

'-0,,5953

Estimated % change
in accounting period
patronage for a
sustained 1% increase
in variable (Le. the

4" 4% increase

2.0% reduction

1.. 5% decline per annum

3 .. 9% increase

10" 5% incr'ease

3.9% decrease

12

13

11

No. of accounting
periods after
which no further
patronage
response detected
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4

2

1

o

No. of' accounting
periods before
patronage
response detected

prices

index

Delrman"nl 5% decrease in real

rail

Patronage is measured in passenger 10l'T'nevs..

Table 9 Patl'Onage responses for selected scenarios
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basis. On time running refers to the
percentage of tr'ains in the m"tr,opIJIil:an area no more than five minuteslate..

Trains run on time (Le..
running increases from the 88%
average for 1983-84 to 10096)

time running per'for'mance
improves from 1983,-84 average of
88% to 9396

permanent single 10% increase
in the real rail fare index

household income increases
a rate of 2,,5% per annum

5% increase in real

With regard to the potential value of market segment tBefor'e and After'
elasticity studies, the empirical results of this study suggest that they are

•~:~~~~~~~to~ be fruitfuI" In addition to the inevitable error which arises in
trend, seasonal and dynamic economic effeet estimates fr'om the

market to the market segment, this study suggests that there is a
sU1Jstanltial probability of significant err or in a 'Befor'e and After' estimate arising

parameter estimation erI'or and patronage noise.. The results of this study
that this en'or cannot be significantly I'educed by aver'aging the

from multiple 'Before and After' studies..

Table 8 Suburban patronage response to changes in some of the
determinants of patronage
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This study concludes with a comment on the omission of' some determinants of
patronage. The focus here has been on patronage determinants which lend
themselves to the econometric time series approach; an approach which was
adopted because of its suitability for the investigation of dynamic relationships"
This has meant that because of data constr'aints, Of' because of' their unsuitability
for this approach, some likely determinants of' demand have been neglected:
advertising, the incidence of vandalism, the cleanliness of trains and stations,
timetable changes, changes in rollingstock, central business district employment,
demographic changes ete.. Such variables may serve to explain the trend in
patl'Ooage identified in this stUdy.. Furthermore, whilst there is no reason to
believe that such omitted variables are strongly correlated with the explanatory
variables in this stUdy and hence undermine its statistical validity, the known
omission of variables must always serve to qUalify the results of any econometricstUdy.
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IMPULSE AND STEP RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Table 1 Estimated on time running impulse
response function

Coefficient t statistic

° 0,,2685 2.9767
1 -0,,0775 -0.8103
2 0" 1128 l..1798
3 -0.1045 -l.. 0530
4 -0.0219 -0,,2353

Lag: 5 0,,0719 0 .. 7731
6 -0 .. 0934 -1.0125
7 0 .. 2268 2 .. 4136
8 -0.0596 -0.6272
9 0,,0544 0.5795

10 0.1272 l.. 3165
11 0.2623 3.0017

Note: The reported t statistic is the appr'opriate statistic to
test the hypothesis that the coefficient is zeI'O..

Table 2 Fstimated on time running step
r'esponse functions

of'

t statistic

oto 0 0,,2685 2.9767°to 1 0.1909 1..9234
oto 2 0,,3038 2.1,401°to 3 0.1935 1.5989°to 4 0.1774 13601°to 5 0.. 2493 17204°to 6 0,,1559 10076°to 7 0..3827 2.3223°to 8 0,,3231 1..8398°to 9 0.3785 2..0110°to 10 0.5057 2..1553

reported t statistic is the appropriate statistic to
test the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients is
zero"
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Table 4 Estimated real pr'i"e of petr'ol
step response function

4.. 0453
-0 .. 9416
0 .. 0231
0 .. 6496

-1. 6037
1.. 3628

-0.9161
0.. 6822

-2 .. 8835
2.. 7732
1. 7080

t statistic

4.. 0453
2.. 7916
2.8552
3.. 4175
1. 6037
3.. 1655
2.. 0509
2.6759

'-0 .. 3069
2.. 1854
4.1055

t statistic

0 .. 7137
-0 .. 2057
0.0051
0.. 1434

-0 .. 3495
0 .. 2966

--0 .. 1981
0 .. 1480

-0 .. 6202
0 .. 5882
0.2688

0 .. 7137
0.5080
0.. 5131
0.. 6565
0.3069
0.1)036
0 .. 4054
0 .. 5534

-0.0668
0.. 5214
0.7902

Coefficient

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

2 to 2
2 to 3
2 to 4
2 to 5
2 to 6
2 to 7
2 to 8
2 to 9
2 to 10
2 to 11
2 to 12

Table 3 Estim ated real pr'i"e of petrol
impulse ['E$ponse function

Lag:

Note: The reported t statistic is the appropriate statistic to
test the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero"

Sum of
estimated
coefficients:

Note: The reported t statistic is the appr'opriate statistic to
test the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients is
zero..

With the exception of one ter'm in each function, the terms in the real
household disposable income impulse r'€sponse function and the step I'€SpOnse
function are statistically insignificant.. Hence, they are not I'eported..
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